
Stand / tripod / tripod for the Blitzwolf BW-VF3 projector, Ref: 5905316147874
Stand / tripod / tripod for the Blitzwolf BW-VF3 projector, rotatable, up to 10 kg

The BlitzWolf BW-VF3 Projector Stand
 Ensure comfort and stability when displaying presentations or watching movies. The BW-VF3 is made of durable aluminum, making it
resistant to corrosion and wear. Moreover, its adjustable height from 670 - 992 mm allows you to adjust it to different needs and settings.
In addition, it is lightweight and does not take up much space when folded, so transporting and storing it will not be a problem.
  
 
Customize it according to your needs
 The stand is distinguished by a 2-position height adjustment from 670 to 992 mm, so it is perfect for different situations - you can use it
when displaying presentations in the office or watching movies at home. In addition, the head is adjustable - 360° horizontally and 90°
vertically, which will allow you to adjust the angle of the projector to suit your needs.
  
 
Compact and durable
 The BW-VF3 stand is also extremely practical. When folded, it reaches a compact size of 49 x 45 x 482 mm, making it easy to store and
transport. Despite its light weight of about 443 g, the stand provides a maximum load of up to 10 kg. This allows you to securely mount
even heavier projectors, enjoying full functionality during any presentation.
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     Manufacturer BlitzWolf   Model BW-VF3   Material aluminum, plastic   Height 670 - 992 mm   Diameter 20 - 25 mm   Dimensions after
folding 49 x 45 x 482 mm   Weight approx. 443 g   Maximum load 10 kg    

Price:

€ 23.51
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